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Check out our recommendations for this collection,
selected by our editors! Forbo Silk Free Laminate

Color replicating the color of real silk and with dark
blue and white veined elements. Laminate Forbo
Verde This is a laminate imitating the structure of
natural wood - oak, ash, maple and other species.

Wave laminate is a lock type laminate. At the end,
the laminate has a moisture-resistant panel, which,
like the outer layer, is made of the unique Vitrulan

material - a breathable material that is able to absorb
moisture from the air, but at the same time release

moisture from your room. And the Vitrus locks
themselves allow you to open and lock the door

without a key. Laminate color: dark oak and light
oak. We are glad to welcome you in our flooring

store in St. Petersburg! We will be happy to help you
decide on a huge range of products we offer, as well

as choose exactly what you need both in terms of
quality and price. By calling the phone number

indicated in the header of the site, you can get a free
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consultation from our specialists. 7. Claims to the
quality of the goods (flooring). 8. Do you buy goods
on the recommendation of friends? 9. How often do
you buy goods from us? 10. What manufacturers do
you cooperate with? 11. What city are you from? I
buy, most often, from a dealer / ok, because The
store is 15-20 minutes walk from the house. With

whom I just do not cooperate, maybe I am the only
representative in the city in this area. I wonder how I

manage to work with so many large and small
companies in this area. All products presented on our
website are certified and meet safety requirements.
You can learn more about quality certificates in the

"Declaration of Conformity" section. If you have any
questions, you can ask them by contacting us by

phone in St. Petersburg: +7(812) 642-07-66 (from
10:00 to 20:00)
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